Abstract-High energy and nuclear physics experiments need tracking devices with increasing spatial precision and readout speed in the face of ever-higher track densities and increased radiation environments. The new generation of hybrid pixel detectors (arrays of silicon diodes bump bonded to arrays of front-end electronic cells) is the technology able to meet these challenges. We report the first results of the BTeV silicon pixel detector beam test carried out at Fermilab in summer 2004. Tests were performed using a 120 GeV/c proton beam incident on a 6 plane pixel detector telescope. The last prototype developed for the BTeV experiment (FPIX2) is tested in the middle of the telescope. There is no external trigger, and events were built using the time-stamp information provided by the readout chips.
I. INTRODUCTION

B
TeV is approved to run at the Fermilab Tevatron collider [1] . The experiment has been designed to study one of the most fundamental problems of elementary particle physics, the CP violation. The Standard Model of Particle Physics shows matter-antimatter asymmetry in K meson and B meson decays, but it fails to predict the magnitude of the baryon anti-baryon asymmetry observed in the universe. Looking among the B decays for new sources of matter-antimatter asymmetry is the goal of the experiment.
The challenge for the BTeV trigger and data acquisition system is to reconstruct particle tracks and interaction vertices for every interaction and to select interactions with B decays. In a B event, in addition to tracks at Interaction Vertex, there is a pair of B mesons traveling a few milimeters and then decaying. Only 1 event out of 500 is a B event, and only a small fraction of them are interesting for CP violation. Innovative in the BTeV approach to the study of this phenomenology is the idea of selecting events containing B mesons already at the first level trigger, taking advantage of the peculiar topology of heavy flavors, where the B meson decay vertex is significantly detached in space from the production vertex. This fast selection capability is of particular importance in the case of BTeV since the vast majority of interesting events are produced in the forward-backward direction with respect to the colliding beams, were the backgrounds are particularly significant and could, barring a fast and efficient selection system, overwhelm the read-out system. This approach requires sophisticated track and vertex reconstruction capabilities at very high speed, in order to meet the time constraints imposed by a first level trigger. To succeed in this challenge, it is necessary to provide the trigger processor with the cleanest, easiest-to-reconstruct input from the vertex tracking system. Pixel detectors are ideal for this task, since they can provide high precision space points for the reconstruction of tracks in close proximity to the interaction region. The vertex detector consists of 30 stations of silicon pixel detectors distributed along the interaction region. Over the last years, Fermilab has gone through a series of iterations of prototype pixel readout chips (FPIX0, FPIX1, preFPIX2, FPIX2) [2] . In summer 2004, the latest prototype (FPIX2) was tested in a beam to study the spatial resolution and the functionality close to the real conditions of operation that are envisaged in the experiment. Most important to this respect is the ability of the detector to provide hit information generated by a passing track without help from an external trigger. The read-out chip has been designed to provide hit information in a completely sparsified way: to allow track reconstruction, each hit is time-stamped with a high-frequency counter (BCO, 2 MHz). Hits with the same time stamp are then collected together into events by an event-builder running at high speed during the data acquisition phase. To study the spatial resolution of the FPIX2 detector under such conditions, a reference telescope composed of old and well known FPIX1 readout chips bonded to pixel sensors was used. A PCI-based data acquisition system (DAQ) was developed on purpose to record data using the time-stamp information provided by the readout chips. The event-builder, able to reassemble events using the time-stamp tag, is a central part of this DAQ system. Another important aspect of this system is the particular read-out adopted: we decided to use the PCI protocol since it is low-cost, highly efficient and relatively simple to use. Since the detector will operate at low temperatures, a cooling apparatus was installed to study the effect of the temperature on the detector under test.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The tests were performed in summer 2004 in the MTest beam line at Fermilab with 120 GeV/c protons incident on a 6 plane pixel-detector telescope. This telescope is based on FPIX1 chips, with 50 m 400 m pixel size, arranged in two sections, with the detector under test placed between the two stations as shown in Fig. 1 . The choice of FPIX1 chips as telescope tracking elements was made since these chips have already been studied in previous test-beam runs and are much better known than the new FPIX2 ones. Significant changes between the FPIX1 and the new FPIX2 are, among others, an improved read-out speed, obtained by a complete redesign of the architecture, a slightly different geometry, and an overall optimization of the layout.
The first and last FPIX1 planes are placed with the 50 m pixel side oriented to measure the vertical ( ) coordinate while all the others were oriented to measure the horizontal coordinate ( ) with the small pixel side. The telescope planes measuring the coordinate were rotated by 10 to achieve an optimum resolution taking advantage of the charge sharing between adjacent cells.
The pixel sensors tested have 50 m 400 m pixel size. The FPIX1 readout chips were bump-bonded to silicon sensors. FPIX1 has 18 columns and 160 rows and its spatial resolution has already been studied in the 1999 beam test [3] . Each FPIX1 cell contains an amplifier and four comparators, which form an internal 2-bit flash ADC. The FPIX2 chips [4] , see Fig. 2 , were also bump bonded to sensors, and have 22 columns and 128 rows. Eight internal comparators form a 3 bit flash ADC. The readout is serialized and can run at a frequency of 70 MHz. During the test beam operations, the readout frequency was set to 25 MHz because the long cables needed to bring the signal from the detectors front-end to the mezzanine cards in the counting room ( m) were degrading the signal at the highest frequency. The detectors under test have 50 m 400 m pixels, with a sensor thickness of m, and use the technology [5] , [6] . The isolation technique chosen for the final detector is the p-spray isolation method and the detector tested on the beam were all p-spray sensors. The detectors were mounted on printed circuit boards and assembled inside an aluminum box. The pixel planes inside the box are connected through 30 m cables to PCI cards located in the counting room (see Fig. 1) .
Aim of the test-beam was to measure the behavior of the new read-out chip in a setup where no external trigger drives the process of data collection, as expected in the BTeV experiment. Important differences between the BTeV operating conditions and those available in the test-beam described in this article concern particle occupancy and data-rate. Since the beam intensity available at the test-beam could not match those expected in BTeV, we concentrated our study on spatial resolution measurements. The higher average occupancy expected in BTeV could eventually translate to possible problems in read-out efficiency which were not within the scope of the current test.
Parameters to determine the correct behavior of the chip under these conditions are, among others, the charge collection for different incident angle of the incoming beam (measured as fraction of cluster-size of adjacent hits as a function of angle), and spatial resolution (measured as residual between detector data and prediction of the tracking telescope). These parameters were then studied under different bias and temperature conditions. We remind that the BTeV readout chip is not required to store data on-chip during the relatively long time required to make a trigger decision. This means that the BTeV chip can hold hit data awaiting readout in the pixel cells, rather than in memory located in the chip periphery, without incurring unacceptable pixel dead time and associated loss of efficiency and this has been the main assumption used to design the DAQ for the test-beam. As mentioned before, the system does not require an external trigger: hits above threshold are time-stamped and collected at the periphery of the chip at a frequency of 2 MHz before being serialized and sent outside the chip at a frequency of 25 MHz. Since the number of hits produced per unit time is subject to significant variations (induced by noise in the system, by instantaneous oscillations of the beam intensity, etc.) the telescope, as a result, will in general provide data at a variable rate which is not under the control of the DAQ system on the external host PC. Such a read-out is data-driven, since the data flow is determined by the amount of hits above a user selected threshold per unit time rather than by commands issued by the DAQ with a conventional trigger. The read-out system must therefore be provided of a suitable compensation mechanism in order to cope with such a variable input rate. To this extent the system has been designed with the following components: -A custom mezzanine card (PMC) with an on board FPGA to control and drive the read-out of a detector. -A micro-code, implementing the communication layer protocol to interface with the front-end electronics, is specific to the particular chip being read-out; thus, just uploading the relevant code, different detectors can be read-out by the same physical PMC. -A custom PCI card (PTA, mated to the associated PMC card as shown in Fig. 3 ) with two memory banks and an on board FPGA micro-programmed to periodically switch the stream of data produced by the detector between these two memories; when one is busy receiving data from the PMC, the other is being read-out by an external DAQ code on the host PC and data are transferred to a shared memory (to allow simultaneous read-out of several detectors at once, as required by a telescope setup). This continuous switching implements the needed compensation buffer, allowing the system to be operated under conditions analogous to those envisaged for BTeV, where data are collected and used for the event-selection trigger as soon as they are available. The shared memory on the host computer receives completely sparsified data from the detectors: the event-builder reassembles hits into events collecting them together when they are marked by the same time-stamp. The time-stamp is an internal counter in the readout chip that is incremented with a clock provided by a master PMC. This master PMC distributes the same clock to all other PMCs, which then distribute it synchronously to all the detectors. The DAQ software [7] runs on a Linux PC, it is implemented in C++, and it is designed around three main processes: Producer, Consumer, and Logger. The Producer controls the PTA cards installed. It sends commands to the FPGAs and receives data from the pixel planes. Data are then stored in a shared memory. The Consumer process reads and analyzes the data, building events that are then stored on disk. The Logger receives messages from the other processes and notifies the user of any error in the system.
III. DATA ANALYSIS AND FIRST RESULTS
A. General Description
The track position at each plane in the telescope is reconstructed using linear charge weighting. Each track is fitted to a straight line using the Kalman-filter technique and events with a good trackare retained for further analysis. The Kalman filter includes information from the pixel telescope without considering the device under test. The track parameters allow the projection of the track position at which the beam intersects the sensor being characterized. Although the pixel detectors measure two coordinates, the following discussion will focus on the resolution measured in the direction with smaller pitch-which was oriented to measure the horizontal ( ) coordinate.
The measured spatial resolution of a pixel plane is the difference (residuals) between the reconstructed pixel position , (determined using the linear charge weighting as well), and the track position , known with an accuracy of about 4 m, limited by multiple Coulomb scattering from the material in the telescope and the intrinsic hit resolution of the various tracking stations. The resolution of the tracking telescope depends on the geometry and charge collection characteristics of the tracking elements, which have been well studied in the past. This prediction uncertainty is not subtracted in the results shown below. Finally, alignment of the system was established offline with an iterative procedure, optimizing track residuals for each plane where the hit of the plane to be aligned was not used in the fit.
B. Pixel Occupancy
In this section, we show the relation of the number of pixels in a cluster in the same column as a function of the track incident angle. The charge deposited by a single track is often shared by more than one pixel. The amount of charge sharing is determined by the number of pixel cells crossed by the track and by the diffusion induced spread of the electrons drifting in the silicon. Fig. 4 shows the number of rows in a cluster as a function of the incident track angle, measured for the FPIX2 detector under test. Fig. 5 shows the improvement in resolution, RMS, when the dominant number of clusters pass from size to size . The best resolution is achieved when a particle interacting with the detector deposits the charge in two adjacent pixel cells.
In that case it is possible to use the charge sharing between the two pixels to better determine the position of the incident particle.
C. Position Resolution at Different Temperatures and Bias Applied to the Sensor
We also studied the spatial resolution achieved with an FPIX2 pixel detector for tracks incident at 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 relative to the normal to the pixel sensor, at different temperatures and bias voltages applied to the sensor. More than 12 000 events were used for each measurement. Only tracks that hit all 7 planes (6 in the telescope plus the device under test) were used in this analysis. The resolutions plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 is the RMS values of the total distributions obtained from the histograms of the residuals. The results shown in Fig. 6 for the FPIX2 detector were taken at three different temperatures: room temperature (23 C), 5 C and C. The bias applied to the sensor was 250 V, and the threshold was set to 1800 e . Each chip has a threshold common to all cells, and this is the only threshold used in the offline analysis to define clusters. This threshold was measured during the characterization of the chip on a test bench performing an absolute calibration with a radioactive source emitting X-rays with a very well defined peak in energy and an electronic calibration with an external pulser. From this measurement, the threshold dispersion across the chip Fig. 7 . Detector resolution (FPIX2) at various particle incident angles for different applied biases. Again, there is no significant dependence of resolution on the applied bias, for any measured angle. The residuals are defined in the text in Section III surface was measured to be of the order of 250 e-. The detector had a fully functional set of cells, with no bump-bond failures. Fig. 6 shows that the effect of temperature is negligible compared to the effect caused by the incident angle of the beam. The resolution obtained, without the telescope subtraction, varies from 12 to 7.5 m. While for the FPIX1 chip there was a slight dependence of the optimal threshold from temperature, we found no significant dependence in the case of the FPIX2 chips.
A similar study has been performed for different bias voltages applied to the sensor. The depletion voltage for the sensors bump bonded to the FPIX2 is around 150 V and the measurements were taken at 200, 250, and 300 V. The detector was at room temperature and the threshold was set to 1800 e-. Fig. 7 shows the results obtained for different biases applied at various angles.
Also in the case of applied bias, the main effect on the resolution is caused by the incident angle of the beam particle, while the bias applied has a small effect.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown the first results from the summer 2004 beam test of a BTeV hybrid silicon pixel detector at Fermilab. We were able to build a beam-tracking telescope with pixel detectors only and test the latest version of the BTeV readout chip, FPIX2. The results presented in this paper show that the main effect on the spatial resolution is caused by the angle of incidence of the beam particle. The effect of changing the temperature from C to 23 C on the track resolution is negligible. Furthermore, we also studied the effect of the bias voltage applied to the sensor on the track resolution. Similarly, no major effects have been observed for biases above full depletion. The results obtained in this test-beam run show that the FPIX2 chip performs as expected for what concerns the data-driven read-out mode, the spatial resolution and the charge collection characteristics.
